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INTRODUCTION
The Stadshuis site has been identified in the Stellenbosch Conservation Development Guidelines
(KrugerRoos, 1997) as part of a key precinct in the Historical Core, requiring a detailed urban design
framework and offering particular opportunities for enhancement of linkages, eg to the University and
Bird Street. This heritage study identifies the various cultural and environmental values on and around
the site, and is the essential foundational component to inform and guide development in this
sensitive area, and to ensure that it benefits and enriches the Historical Core as a whole.
BRIEF
The heritage study is in the form of a report, with illustrations and maps, and includes:
• an analysis of the historical patterns and characteristics of the surroundings;
• the historical evolution of the precinct on a place-by-place basis,
• the identification and mapping of heritage resources and features on and around the site,
• investigation and explication of their essential character and qualities, heritage values and
significance (in accordance with the criteria set out in the National Heritage Resources Act)
through on-site inspection and archival research.
A key part of the report is the identification of clear and explicit “development indicators” arising from
the heritage qualities and values, which will usefully inform conceptual and design proposals.
Examples of development indicators are the identification of those physical features that should be
retained and restored, those which may be altered or removed without negatively affecting heritage
values; and guidelines about appropriate siting, scale, form, landscaping, etc, to ensure that any new
development is positively integrated with its context and that any negative impacts are minimized.
The work of the heritage consultants frequently reveals particular development opportunities arising
directly (or through creative “visioning”) from heritage values and qualities – which are regarded as an
especially rewarding part of their participation in projects such as this.
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
Thanks are due to Bernabé de la Bat of the Department of Economic Development Services,
Municipality of Stellenbosch, Martin Kruger and Vinita Dhume of KrugerRoos, Bridget Horner of
Space Syntax Consultancy, Melanie Atwell of Cape Town Municipality, staff at the Cape Archives and
at South African Heritage Resources Agency, particularly Jane Ayers and David Hart.
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METHODOLOGY OF HERITAGE ASSESSMENT
Each place is methodically discussed under the headings below.
Description
Illustrations
History
Essential character and qualities
Heritage values and significance
Design and development indicators
Heritage Assessment:
The assessment of heritage values uses the following categories of significance (from S. 3(3) of the
National Heritage Resources Act).
Historical pattern
Importance in the course or pattern of South Africa's history – the sweep of history (e.g.
associated with important events or developments).
Social history.
Strong or special association with life or work of a person, group, organisation of importance in
SA’s history.
Slave history
A site of significance relating to the history of slavery in SA.
Cultural
Has a strong or special social, cultural or spiritual association with a particular community or
cultural group.
Aesthetic eg architectural
Exhibits particular aesthetic characteristics valued by a community or cultural group.
Technology, creativity
Demonstrates a high degree of creative or technical achievement at a particular period.
Rarity
Possesses uncommon, rare or endangered aspects of SA's natural or cultural heritage.
Typicality
Demonstrates principal characteristics of a particular class of SA's natural or cultural places or
objects (e.g. is a good example of a type of building or place).
Information potential eg archaeology
Potential to yield information that will contribute to an understanding of SA's natural or cultural
heritage (archaeology, study of the building fabric, spatial arrangements and alignments,
palaeontology, geology, patterns of flora and fauna, etc, may provide currently hidden information
which is not immediately accessible).
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NAMING OF PARTS
The Stadshuis block is centrally located in the historical core of Stellenbosch, on the northern edge of
the oldest part of the historical village.
In order to keep the text as compact as possible, abbreviated names have been given to various parts
of the block:
•

•

•

•

Along Plein Street, east of Andringa Street is Stellenbosch’s civic centre with the Town Hall and
Municipal Library , the Municipal Offices between them and an urban place in front. Behind the
Municipal Offices is the rear courtyard where an urban square is proposed. Behind the Library is
the medium rise Municipal Office Block. Continuing eastward along Plein Street, there is the
Huguenot Monument and then the only survivor earlier than 1940, De Witt House which dates
from the early 19th century. There is a very large office block, Absa, at the western end of the
urban block, and it returns up Ryneveld Street
Up Ryneveld Street, after the side of Absa, there is a 1908 building set back from the street,
Neethling House. Then there is open space, the Ryneveld Lawns, opposite the Synagogue.
Continuing the flow of garden-like places is Erfurt House, built in 1876 with open balconies that
blend into the garden. Northwards there is the discreet Bible School with a glade of trees in front
for cars, and on the corner of Victoria Street is the Sentraal Kerk.
In Victoria Street the pavements narrow after the Sentraal Kerk and there are two freestanding
double storeys, Bergville and Crozier House, both from the 1880s. After the parking lot entry is a
terrace of Victorian dwellings. First is the Municipal Clinic (5-7 Victoria) then Naked Truth
Restaurant (3 Victoria), then up to and around the corner into Andringa Street is the Bohemia
Restaurant (1 Victoria and 64-66 Andringa)
Moving southwards down Andringa Street is the main façade of the Bohemia Restaurant, then
two buildings with rooms in the lofts, 62 Andringa (which is part of the Naked Truth Restaurant
and Antiques) and 60 Andringa. Next comes the Parking Lot which occupies the middle of the
urban block and runs along Andringa. Approaching the rear of the Town Hall is a single storey
Edwardian shop, the Liquor Store, which was once connected to the buildings higher up the
street.
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URBAN DEVELOPMENT : THE SWEEP OF HISTORY
One of the earliest farms granted in Stellenbosch – before the village was
formed – was Callebasse Kraal in 1683. Its werf was around the Skuinshuis
and it took its form from the course of the Drooge Rivier which irrigated it. It lay
diagonal to the later grid of the town which was only formed in 1685. Another
farm, granted in 1750 after the town grid was established, also lay diagonally.
Its T shaped homestead was built in 1762 and took its orientation from the
northern branch of the millstream. In 1790 more agricultural land was granted
around these farms. Fransen’s reconstructed map of 1770 (right) shows the
two diagonal watercourses and Plein Street at the bottom with the T shaped
homestead, later the Wesleyan Parsonage (and the present site of the Town
Hall). Ryneveld Street is on the right, cranking as it crosses the Drooge Rivier
and passes the Skuinshuis. Plein Street was a definite edge between the
urbanity of the village core and farmland – vineyards, grazing cattle, perhaps fields of wheat and rye.
In 1811 came a major morphological change, seen in Hertzog’s 1817 map
(right). Andringa Street was made and Ryneveld Street was straightened,
cutting across the organic forms of the farms. Surviving from the old geometry
was the Lutheran Parsonage and the Skuinshuis nearby. The economy was
flourishing: this was the start of the great wine boom that lasted into the 1820s.
In 1812 a single storey gabled house was built on the corner of Plein and
Ryneveld Street (Oude Bloemhof) and by 1817 Plein Street became lined with
thatched buildings like it. They had long rear gardens reaching back to the
Drooge Rivier which still ran diagonally across the northern part of the block.
The urban ribbon extended up Ryneveld Street but Andringa was very rural,
with a farm werf mid way up it.
Hager’s map (right and cover) shows that in 1859 the urban edge had not
changed much since 1817. The Cape economy crashed in the late 1820s and
had a bumpy ride through the middle of the 19th century. There was infill along
Ryneveld Street, a new cottage opposite the Skuinshuis and further north
there was scattered development. Victoria Street had been laid out and there
were buildings on the corner of Ryneveld and on Andringa. Urban fabric was
creeping up Andringa Street in the form of a terrace (incorporated in the Liquor
Store) and as the Cape economy improved over the rest of the century both
sides of the street became lined with buildings.

Urban development in the late 19th century is seen in Fransen’s reconstructed
map of 1905. The discovery of diamonds and gold to the north invigorated the
Cape economy and once again there was a boom, which started in the late
19th century and crashed at about the time of the map. There had been urban
densification on Plein Street as the gaps between the buildings were filled and
they were raised to two storeys following the great fire of 1875: the look of
Plein St changed as thatched buildings were replaced. The eastern part of the
urban block was characterised by free standing residential buildings. Erfurt
House (1876) on Ryneveld Street sat as an object in the landscape,
surrounded by balconies and a formal garden. And following the founding of
Victoria College in 1866 the area along Victoria Street acquired several double
storey residences that soon doubled as boarding houses, especially after the
Ou Hoofgebou was opened across the street in 1886. Crozier House and
Bergville both date from this time and there were others nearby that have been
demolished. Later, terraced villas were built on the corner of Andringa and
they reached down that street to meet the urban ribbon advancing northward.
Additions and alterations were constantly being made. At the south end of
Andringa, for example, the Liquor store was converted from its late Georgian
character to the extravagant Edwardian building seen today.
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The early 20th century saw the Girls School at Oude Bloemhof blossoming – Neethling House, a big
student residence, was built behind it on Ryneveld in 1908 and there were
other school buildings nearby, all of them freestanding, and public, buildings.
Another freestanding building, the Sentraal Kerk, was started on the
Victoria/Ryneveld corner in 1927.
There were major changes to the character of Plein Street in the early 1940s
that transfigured it to the form seen today. At the west end, the Town Hall and
Library replaced the gabled Parsonage in its secluded garden, and its double
storey neighbours along Plein Street were demolished. At the east, an austere
Modern Movement block replaced Oude Bloemhof and its neighbours, with
only the De Witt house surviving between the two developments. As the
surrounding area, particularly the adjacent block to the west, developed in
accordance with modernist ideals encapsulated in the zoning scheme – wall to
wall multi storey buildings – more traffic was generated and public pressure for
parking increased. In 1976 the Municipality took advantage of the unbuilt
centre of the Stadhuis block to establish a large parking area to serve the civic
and commercial centre of the town. Much of the urban ribbon along Andringa
Street and a house on Victoria Street were demolished to provide more
parking and access to it, and a road connection was made to Ryneveld Street
as well. The late 20th century saw 3 storey buildings behind Crozier and
Bergville built to face the parking lot, and in 1994 the Plein/Ryneveld Modern
Movement building was replaced with the (higher) Absa building.
The summary map on the right shows
the periods in which the buildings on
the Stadshuis urban block were
erected. For studies of the individual
histories of each of them, see Place
Studies, which starts on page 17.
Sources
Smuts ed 1979:55et seq
Smuts ed 1979:86-101 shows Hertzog,
Fransen’s summary maps.
Van der Bijl 1963:37a has erven
transfers to 1886.
Pistorius and Harris 2003.
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CONTEXT AND LOCATION
Location of the site
The Stadshuis block is centrally located in Stellenbosch. It is situated in the historical core of the town.
It is on the northern edge of the oldest part of the historical village, which has very small blocks,
narrow street and tight-grained fabric. Plein Street is the northern edge of the old village in this area,
and the parts of Andringa Street and Ryneveld Street on each side of the Stadshuis block are
historical extensions of village streets.
The block is on the southern edge of the University precinct, of which Victoria Street is part. The block
itself is thus a transition zone between the historical village and the University in the south and north.
The commercial focus of the town is immediately west of the site (beyond that is the Braak, which is
again part of the village). To the east is the Bloemhof site, where there are also opportunities for
development; beyond which are historical suburbs of the town.

Access
Being centrally located, the site is easily accessible on foot from the historical village, the University
precinct and the suburb in the east. It is within easy walking distance from the station (about 1 km).
Being permeable, the block is crossed by pedestrians moving in various directions.
Vehicular access to the parking areas behind and in front of the Town Hall is also relatively easy.
However the presence of the large parking area generates traffic, and traffic congestion is serious
issue in the historical core. Increasingly, the local authority policy is to try to reduce traffic in the
narrow streets of the historical core and promote it as a pedestrian-friendly environment.
The broader Spatial Linkages Project of which this heritage study is part includes pedestrian and
traffic studies. It must be stated, however, that from a heritage viewpoint any increase of vehicular
traffic in the village would be regarded as a negative impact on the historical environment, and any
decrease as a positive impact.
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Block characteristics
The block is large. East to west, it is the same dimension as the village blocks immediately south of it,
but about three of them would fit into it north to south.
Hollow-centred, it has a heart of tar sparsely sprinkled with undersized trees. This lost space and the
backs of surrounding buildings are exposed on the west (Andringa Street) side.
Perimeter development on the other sides is variably loose and tight-grained, and the edges are of
very different character and qualities, reflecting the block’s transitional position – see individual streets
discussed later.
The south part of the block is the civic centre of the town, but this function is weakly expressed, even
in Plein Street. From busy Andringa Street and the parking area (which is used by pedestrians as a
through-route), the view of the civic buildings is like the back of an old Wild West film set – props and
scaffolding holding up the grand facades. The public role of other buildings on the block into which
civic functions have spread is not expressed except by an air of neglect.

Detail from Composite assets within the historical core, KrugerRoos 1997
Characteristics of surrounding urban fabric
Stellenbosch village, south and west of the block, is fine-grained, urban, small scale – made up
predominantly of small footprint, 1-2 storey (and some higher) buildings. Streets are narrow (except
Plein Street) and well defined and contained by buildings – many with stoeps and verandahs – and
boundary walls. Buildings are close together or attached. Street trees are mostly oaks, including some
very old ones.
The block is separated from the western part of the village and the Braak by the “city” precinct – an
area which has its core north of Plein Street between Bird and Andringa. It is characterised by larger
scale (up to 5 storeys), modernist commercial buildings with high coverage and a coarser grain than
the village – typical is the Eikestad Mall building along Andringa Street. “Outriders” of this type of
development are also interspersed in the village fabric, including the ABSA building on the south east
corner of the Stadshuis block.
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The University precinct to the north and north east of the block is characterised by large “block”
buildings set back from the streets in open green spaces (increasingly used for parking). The grain is
much looser and coarser than the village: buildings are larger and further apart. The streets have
broad pavements, shaded by trees – many oaks and the notable planes of Victoria Street.
Policy context
Development and revitalisation opportunities at the Stadshuis block and the adjacent Bloemhof site
have been identified in various studies since the 1990s. In the Stellenbosch Conservation Strategy:
Development Guidelines by KrugerRoos (1997) the area was identified as a Key Precinct requiring a
detailed Urban Design Framework “to facilitate proactive development, enhance the context of the
conservation area and provide opportunities for both public and private investment” (p. 26).
The precinct is described in that report as “the transition zone between the University and the
Historical Core. It contains significant historical building stock, such as the Ryneveld Street buildings,
the Wilgenhof forecourt, the Sasol Art Gallery and the row of shops linked by an arcade to the parking
area adjacent to the Botanical Gardens, as well as relatively recent development such as the Town
Hall complex and parking area, and the pedestrianisation of Beyers Street. The inherent opportunities
in the Precinct include:
• The provision of a pedestrian link from the University to the Core.
• The conversion of the Bloemhof Parking area into a positive public space and cultural centre.
• The possible conversion of the parking area at the rear of the Town Hall as a public space, which
could still accommodate parking.”

KrugerRoos 1997
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The 1998 conservation survey of all buildings in the historical core (KrugerRoos) assessed heritage
values primarily in terms of visual and architectural criteria, using also historical information from
Fransen and Cook’s Old Buildings of the Cape (1980). The assessment was not incompatible with,
but does not comply fully with the criteria and grading system subsequently set out in the National
Heritage Resources Act. The survey assessment is illustrated below.

Heritage values according to Stellenbosch Conservation Survey, KrugerRoos, 1998
The findings of this study and the heritage study of the adjacent Bloemhof Site (Pistorius and Harris,
2003) are the result of a more detailed investigation of heritage values in the precinct, based on the
criteria in the legislation.
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The present Spatial Linkages project aims to take various previous policy statements about linkages
between public spaces and urban design and development opportunities a step further towards
implementation. Conceptual urban design proposals for the block were presented in Phase 1 of the
project (below), and will be tested and refined in the light of this heritage study.

North is right. KrugerRoos sketch of concept for Stadshuis block, 2004.
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DEVELOPMENT INDICATORS
Role, structure and form
•

The multiple roles of this urban block are part of its character and should be accommodated and
resolved in any development proposal:
o The role of the southern part of the block as the civic centre of Stellenbosch is very important.
Municipal functions have overflowed into other buildings on and off the block and become
fragmented. Development should consolidate, strengthen and enhance the public role and
stature of the “Civic Precinct”, particularly by bringing the citizens there.
o The western edge of the site was historically part of a ribbon of development along Andringa
Street; re-development of this edge as part of the retail precinct would help to revitalise the
area opposite it as well.
o The relationship of the north east part of the block to the University precinct is not well
resolved and could be improved by urban design.
o The importance of convenient parking for the civic centre and commercial uses around the
block is acknowledged. However, the impact of the parking area in terms of traffic generation
and congestion in the historical core and its negative spatial and urban impact is problematic.
While parking will have to be accommodated on the site, it should be as visually unobtrusive
as possible: underground, where feasible, and screened by buildings and shaded by trees on
the surface.
o Some residential usage should be encouraged as part of the mixed-use character of the
block, particularly on the northern part.

•

The relationship (and potential relationships) between development of this block and the possible
development of the Bloemhof site should be taken into consideration and their respective roles
clarified. Possible developments which have been discussed in relation to these sites include a
conference centre and a tourist hotel. Either or both would be suitable if appropriately designed.

•

Development on the block should be structured like a contemporary extension of the village:
broken up into clusters of buildings scaled in response to their immediate context and placed
around people-scaled spaces and “streets”. There is potential for the block to be divided into two
parts by at least one east-west street (accommodating cars and people and with the scale, texture
and treescape of the village).

•

The scale and grain of any development on the block should respond directly to the scale and
grain of the urban fabric of the historical core around it. This should be tested from the earliest
stages of design through the use of figure-ground plans of the proposals drawn in the context of
the fabric of the town around the block.

•

Recognise and formalise existing pedestrian routes across the block, and where possible manage
them as public paths which are part of the town. Security for any development should be at points
of access to buildings.

•

Increase and improve pedestrian permeability of the block, especially from Plein Street. Ensure
that vehicular access is compatible with pedestrian access, and give the latter priority.

•

There are opportunities to make a public “place” (square, plaza, court) or a series of connected
places along routes through the development.

Parking and vehicular access
The discussion of these issues in the Bloemhof Heritage Study is also relevant to the Stadshuis site.
We repeat some of the relevant indicators from that study here for ease of reference.
•

Any increase of vehicular traffic in the historical core is regarded as a negative heritage impact.
Similarly, reduction of on-street parking in the narrow streets of the historical village would be a
positive heritage impact.

•

The parking areas at the Stadshuis block and Bloemhof are conveniently located for users of the
facilities in the centre of town, and the need for parking to be a part of development is
acknowledged. However, cars should be discouraged from accessing parking via the historical
core. The approach to the Stadshuis parking via Andringa Street has a very negative impact on
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the character and pedestrian use of that street (as do goods deliveries), and has traffic impacts
beyond the immediate site, particularly on the west part of Plein Street and the Braak. We have
suggested that potential parkers should be encouraged to bypass the heart of the historical core
by using Merriman and Ryneveld Streets.
•

In the Bloemhof study we suggested a study of the possibility of making Ryneveld Street between
Plein and Merriman a two-way road, with appropriate urban design modifications. We envisaged it
as a calm, dignified “university” boulevard, with grand buildings set back from the street, broad
pavements in the shade of trees, and parked cars clustered in “courts” or hidden behind the
buildings. The existing traffic calming measures between Victoria and Merriman Streets (raised,
brick-paved pedestrian crossings) could be extended southwards, facilitating the existing eastwest pedestrian movement between the Stadshuis block and Bloemhof and the University.

•

Provision for surface planting of trees will need to be made in the design of the underground
parking area.
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PLEIN STREET

1.0 Plein Street composite
See detailed discussion page 20

1.1 Millstream
See detailed discussion page 23

1.2 Stadshuis Town Hall
See detailed discussion page 26

1.3 Municipal Offices
See detailed discussion page 30

1.4 Municipal Library
See detailed discussion page 32
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1.5 Huguenot Memorial
See detailed discussion page 34

1.6 De Witt House
See detailed discussion page 36

1.7 Absa Bank
See detailed discussion page 38

1.8 Municipal Office Block
See detailed discussion page 41

1.9 Stadshuis Rear Courtyard
See detailed discussion page 42
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1.0 PLEIN STREET

Braak

Andringa Street

Ryneveld Street

Description
Plein Street is a broad, straight street which runs from the Braak to Drostdy Street, where it narrows
and jogs, continuing to Jonkershoek as Van Riebeeck Street. Although, like the streets in the original
Village grid, it is has terminated vistas, it is noticeably different from the other streets in the Village. It
is much wider at 20m with the oaks (some of them very old and large) 3-5m from the buildings. It is
perceptibly an edge to the tight-grained blocks of the original village. The north side has different
qualities from the south: the scale of buildings, eg the Town Hall and Absa, is much bigger and they
present themselves to the street in a more “conscious”, grand and pretentious way; the neo-Baroque
walls of the mill stream are also an attempt at formal grandeur. The result is not entirely successful –
despite its formal grandeur the Town Hall has a weak relationship to the street, further undermined by
the incoherent landscaping and parking in front of it. The south side, shrouded by oak trees (not
declared), is more typical of the old town core; and, although there are more 20th century buildings
than old buildings, in the main these are modestly scaled.
Modern traffic engineering has undermined the historical qualities of Plein Street: in particular, the
great traffic circle at Ryneveld Street is very disturbing; the angled wall at the east end is also
unsuccessful, encouraging the eye to slide past, instead of terminating and containing the street
space in the Stellenbosch tradition (see Bloemhof Heritage Study).
National monuments, now provincial heritage sites (those on or facing the Stadhuis block as
indicated) include Tuinpoort (1953) and the millstream (1973). Other notable buildings on the block
are the Town Hall complex and De Witt House.

Looking east from Andringa Street. Town Hall on left, Cuthbert’s on right
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Looking east. Library on left, Nassau on right

Town Hall – Municipal Offices – Library

De Witt House - Absa

1710

1770

1817

1859

1905

2000

History
This was the old edge of the town, formed by being the route of the mill stream and the road to
Jonkershoek. On the south was the first church which burnt down in 1710. On the north was farmland
where a homestead and werf was built in 1762, which later became the Wesleyan Parsonage.
Towards the end of the 18th century there was a spurt of development. The old church grounds were
divided up in 1783 and by 1817 there were many H shaped houses each side with small werfs. So
development stood until well into the early 20th century. Perhaps no street in Stellenbosch changed
as dramatically as Plein Street did between the beginning and the end of the 20th century. The new
Town Hall in 1941, which gave a new civic dignity to the environs, and the coming of the motor car
which found the size of the road convenient, set great changes in motion. The next few years saw the
north side of the site lined with modern buildings, from Ackerman’s on the corner of Andringa Street,
the civic centre complex and another modern movement building on the corner of Ryneveld Street.
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Opposite, there was the Art Deco Cuthberts building on the corner of Andringa and Eclecia on the
corner of Ryneveld. The 1950s-60s saw the south side largely rebuilt with Nassau, Edgars, the
Pharmacy, and the Nu-Bar frontage. On the north, the late 20th century saw the massive ABSA
building and traffic engineering interventions. Despite the radical 20th century changes, the south side
of the street hangs together, as most of the post-1940 buildings are modestly scaled and shielded by
massive oaks. On the north, only De Witt House is older than 65 years.
Essential character and qualities
A broad street with wide pavements and some large oaks; busy with traffic.
At this block Plein Street is the transition between the village, with its tight-grained, small-scaled urban
fabric enclosing streets, and the civic centre, with its monumental buildings set back with a
garden/parking frontage.
While the south side of the street is fairly coherent and consistent, the north side is loosely and
weakly defined in the west (Town Hall) end, and overwhelmed at the east end by the Absa building.
Values and significance
Good illustration of the course and pattern of history – the progress and layering of a Stellenbosch
street including the introduction of civic affairs.
Rarity: A very early street in Stellenbosch town grid, route of mill stream.
Some information potential (in the sidewalks and street itself). Meulsloot would have high potential.
Fair example of Stellenbosch core townscape.
High townscape values and notable street oaks.
Social/spiritual: Important public place, with civic pride of Town Hall, Meulsloot.
Social history: multiple – both as far as street events and local residents are concerned
As one of the streets forming the early Stellenbosch village grid, Plein Street has outstanding
historical and social and very good townscape significance.
Design and development indicators
• The wide pavements, old oaks and mill stream are great assets which tie the streetscape together
and give it a coherent character.
• See design indicators for Town Hall, Mill Stream and other buildings on Plein Street.
Sources
Smuts ed 1979:55,
Smuts ed 1979:86-101 shows Hertzog, Fransen’s summary maps.
Van der Bijl 1963:37a has erven transfers to 1886.
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1.1 MILLSTREAM
Description
The millstream flows as a channel
alongside the sidewalk except past De
Witt House where it is carried
underground. The basic construction
below ground level is of river pebbles set
in cement mortar, with straight sides and
a flat base. Rising from the ground are
upstand walls in sophisticated “Cape
Dutch” plasterwork, built to harmonize
with the 1941 Town Hall (and later
extended past Absa). Along its entire
length the upstand wall has a sharply
pitched and asymmetrical capping, and
where the horizontal needs to step every
so often to take account of the slope, the
change in height is celebrated with a
scroll. The Andringa Street end is
marked by a Neo-Classical drum urn –
there is no transverse wall at the end.
Here the stream splits in two with sluice
gates – the main branch runs across
Plein Street and down Mill Lane; the
north branch runs under Andringa and
underground in a curve northwestwards.
Along its length up Plein Street the
stream is crossed by a bridge on the
axis of the Town Hall – here there are
more drum urns but again no transverse
wall. An access road crosses it in front
of the Municipal Offices where there is a
low transverse parapet with rounded
ends and a flat coping – a useful seat for
passers-by. In front of the Library another bridge has similar transverse walls. At the Huguenot
Memorial there is a long transverse wall and here the Millstream runs underground in front of De Witt
House. It re-emerges in front of Absa bank with detailing similar to the Town Hall stretch but with a
higher wall against the building where there is a stretch of intense planting alongside Absa’s
ambulatory at a higher level. A flight of steps crosses it at the De Witt House junction (projecting onto
the pavement) and there is another major flight of steps in the centre of Absa. At the junction with
Ryneveld Street there is a low transverse parapet with rounded ends and a flat coping.

Sluice gates

past Town Hall

past Municipal Offices & Library

past Absa
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Old millstream past Lutheran School

at Ryneveld Street past present Sanlam

History
The first mill, Oude Molen, was built in Alexander Street in 1685 – it only lasted a couple of years.
Water to supply it was taken off the Eerste Rivier well upstream and shared a route with the Drooge
Rivier as far as Marais Street (see van Schoor map). The route was then down Van Riebeeck Street,
down Plein Street, and then it curved north-westwards to reach Alexander Street (seen in
Schumacher’s 1776 panorama). The second mill was upstream from the site and the lower stretches
may have become run down – though the water was still used for irrigation and for drinking purposes.
The third mill, which was the most successful and had a long life, was built in 1750 on Meulplein,
west of the Braak. To ensure a plentiful supply of water the millstream was rebuilt and perhaps
realigned, and to reach it a new branch of the millstream was taken from the foot of Plein Street down
Mill Lane (Dorpsteeg). In 1804 it was substantially reconstructed using river pebbles by the mill’s
owner Jan Hendrik Palm. During the late 19th and early 20th centuries it is seen in old photographs
with its pebble sides and low upstand wall – frequently limewashed and with all the irregularity of
continual repair.
By the 1940s, when the ACSV building was put up on the Absa site, it had been covered over in
that stretch. In front of the Town Hall and Library it was given elaborate plaster moulded upstand walls
as part of the 1941 Cape Revival building (and in line with the grandiloquent new use).
When the Absa building was put up in 1984, the millstream was brought above ground again, and
incorporated in the front landscape of that building, again with elaborate upstand wall detailing. Some
distance from the site, up Van Riebeeck Street, it was reconstructed in 1975, based on archaeological
evidence but with the very visible use of cement. In the late 1970s bronze panels memorialising the
millstream were erected by public subscription and placed at the junction of Plein and Van Riebeeck
Streets.

Mill-stream routes by J van Schoor, redrawn Walton1974:42
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